A Toolkit
for Teachers

In March 2017 Verdant Works invited a group of Dundonians aged 60+ to share memories on
particular themes and turned those memories into the fully illustrated book - ‘Stories of Dundee: Fae
Me Tay You’. This toolkit will encourage you to do something similar:
1. Capture your own ‘memories’
2. Use these memories as inspiration for a number of creative projects

Why Oral History?
• What is oral history?
• How does it link in with the Curriculum for Excellence?
• How can we develop a project as a class?
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Taking part
in an oral history
project enables children and
older students to develop a wide range
of knowledge, skills and understanding and offers
schools the opportunity to develop links with the wider communityencouraging a wider appreciation of their own local heritage
– past, present and looking to the future.

What do I need?
1. Willing participants - a starting point may be to contact people who already have connections with
the school, such as friends or relatives. Alternatively, you can use our pre-recorded interviews, shared
memories in the Stories Fae Me Tay You booklet and Verdant Works videos and CD as a starting point.
2. ‘Recording’ device – Digital voice recorder, camera, iPad or mobile phone with video/audio record
function; tape recorder, or even just a pen and paper – but ONLY if your project has got the necessary
permissions- please see our attached guidelines and templates for more. Alternatively, use the material
listed above or something similar.
3. Prompts – Photos, questions, maps. We’ve included photos in our Stories Fae Me Tay You Loan Box
– but you may wish to look for something particular to your topic or community. If you can’t find
anything suitable, contact the Learning Team at Verdant Works.
4. An idea for a creative outcome- What do you want to do with the memories you capture? Use
them as inspiration for creative writing or creating songs or poetry? Create a blog, leaflet, drama or
musical performance? Contribute something to a Community celebration or an intergenerational
performance at a local Care Home or Community Centre? Create a time-capsule with the things your
class thinks are important to record?

Where do I start?
Find an appropriate starting point: are you studying Old Dundee, the world of work or perhaps
celebrating an anniversary or a festival in your school? Or perhaps you are looking at research
methods and how to investigate topics?
Discuss the value of oral history with your pupils: setting oral history in the context of other
sources of historical evidence such as photographs, books and artefacts will enable children to
discover its unique characteristics. What are the pros and cons of each type of source material?

Not recording your own Oral History
Identify how you will take it forward: a simple starting point could be to ask the class to think
about ‘a family tradition’- maybe asking those at home or in the community about ‘special’ family
recipes, songs and hand-me-down ways to celebrate. Look at the Christmas and Hogmanay
examples in Stories Fae Me Tay You - Your class can set key questions to ask at home. This is also
a great opportunity to introduce your pupils to local Scottish song or to encourage them to
think about dialect and language – see our Dundee-ictionary for inspiration! Similarly, this could be
a great way to introduce pupils to other faiths and traditions internationally.

Songs are a particularly great way for children to
engage with their local area and to start thinking
about their heritage. Start by finding out what
songs they love and where they first heard
them – do they know all the words to their
favourite pop songs? How did people listen to
and learn music before TV, CDs, radio and online
streaming? In the Stories Fae Me Tay You project,
older participants could clearly remember the
songs they were sung to as children – are there
any songs that the whole class know? Maybe
skipping or nursery rhymes?

There is scope for creative challenges here – creating short stories from song lyrics recorded by
the older participants (Who wrote The Jute Mill Song? What’s the song about? When would they
sing it? What was their daily diary like?) – or vice versa – pupils could create songs out of some
of the memories told by the older participants, who was Old Mrs Folley, for example?
Growing up in Dundee, where the jute mills are a really important part of the heritage and
identity of the city – you might like to use some of the CD/DVD examples in the Stories Fae Me
Tay You loan box as a jumping off point. We’ve provided a video of the jute process and of the
Mill Workers enjoying a rare afternoon off (having a picnic and enjoying some games), alongside
a recording of the Jute Mill Song and recordings of the machinery – to give your class an idea of
the NOISE of the Mills.

Recording your own Oral History
Who you will ‘interview’: If you are looking to establish links with the wider community, you could
start with your local newspaper, radio station, library, community centre – who might be able
to point you in the right direction. It is also worth contacting local organisations that represent
particular cultural, ethnic or religious groups such as the Dundee International Women’s Centre.
Prepare questions with your class carefully: encourage questions that are open-ended. Remind
the children that their questions are a framework to guide their interviews and need not be
stuck to too rigidly. You can find examples of questions by simply searching online – or the
Learning Team at Verdant Works can help you if you get stuck.
Using a tape recorder or app and carrying out the interview: It is vital that your project has
the necessary permissions- please see our attached guidelines and templates for more. One of
the things permissions have to clarify is that they cover practically everything - for use in schools,
in centres, to be broadcast online and through other media, but they also need to include an
opt-out clause. Maybe someone is happy their recording is used in the classroom but not online
or their recording can be broadcast but not their name or any identifying information within the
recording. Remember too, that all participants need to give their permission- those doing the
interview as well as those interviewed.
If you are using recording equipment, check that it works and is fully charged. It is useful if the
students can practise interviewing in pairs or small groups beforehand to ensure that they are
confident about asking questions and recording interviews. Find somewhere as quiet as possible
in your school for the interviews to take place. It is useful if the students tick off replies to their
questions, as it will help keep their interviews on track.
After the interview: recordings could be used alongside other sources of historical evidence
to support a range of activities. For younger children these might include group or whole
class discussions, sequencing activities, role-play, drawing or creative writing. For young people
and students, extracts of the recordings could be transcribed and analysed, used to support
presentations and displays, or used as a stimulus for work in drama, art or literacy. Depending on
the amount of time you have available, the recordings could also be used to develop a school
archive or booklet. Perhaps capture your own ‘classroom stories’ and create a time-capsule for
future generations to enjoy!

Does it link with the Curriculum for Excellence?
Yes!

History & Social Studies: speaking about the past and listening to others’ memories actively involves younger
children in developing their understanding of the passing of time and its associated language. Sometimes it is
the way that something is said, rather than what is said, that is important. Oral accounts can be used with older
children and students to compare different points of view, to evaluate different sources of evidence, and to
investigate events from different times in the past.
Literacy & Language: oral history provides opportunities for children to develop their speaking and listening skills.
Oral accounts can be used to investigate the differences between written and spoken language and are a valuable
resource for exploring different accents and dialects. If not recording, this can also be a great learning opportunity
in how to take notes. Carrying out their own interviews provides opportunities for children to devise and ask
questions, and to listen and respond to what they have heard. Oral history can also be used as a stimulus for work
in drama, creative writing and art – like the Stories of Dundee: Fae Me Tay You illustrated book.
Expressive Arts: The material sourced through Oral History projects can provide a range of stimuli to encourage
pupils to express and communicate ideas using a range of media and technologies (through drama, art and
literature).
Geography: oral evidence can be used in conjunction with old maps and other documents to support the study
of settlements, the local area and the impact of changes in the environment on ‘ordinary’ people.This might be of
particular interest if you’re looking at the Industrial Revolution or the Highland Clearances in Scotland.
Religious and Moral Education: oral recordings of people from the different faith communities provide many
opportunities for children and young people to develop an understanding of the customs, practices and stories
associated with them.
Health and Wellbeing: oral accounts can be used to enhance children’s and older students’ understanding of a
wide range of issues, from the importance of respecting the differences between people, to understanding what
a democracy is and the role of the government. Oral history can also be used to enhance a sense of identity and
belonging, and to promote communication skills.
ICT & Technologies: children and young people can develop a range of ICT skills through oral history projects,
from using the Internet to research, to taping and editing their own recordings of songs or stories – just be
careful to get the right permissions if you’re recording people’s voice (see our template letter for guidance)!
Organising and presenting their work can also involve children and older students in developing other skills in
ICT, for example, learning how to combine sound, images and text using a multimedia software package- such as
PowerPoint. There are further opportunities to extend learning in ICT through developing oral history projects
with family and other community groups to produce a booklet, newsletter, or even a school website or blog.

And don’t forget to ... Keep in touch! We love to hear what you’re up to in the classroom – please
keep us posted or let us know if we can support your learning!
Email verdantlearning@dundeeheritage.co.uk or telephone 07341127417.
Stories of Dundee: Fae Me Tay You was developed and co-ordinated by
Anna Murray, Learning and Audiences Officer at Verdant Works and Lynne
Campbell. It was made possible by the National Lottery and generously
supported by Heritage Lottery Funding as part of the Year of History,
Heritage and Archaeology.
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